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Abstract: Traveloka is currently the most popular startup in Indonesia with share traffic reaching 78.49% using smartphone and monthly visits which
reached 28.92 million based on a report in similarweb.com in May 2019. Traveloka, based on record, has been downloaded 10 million times since 2014
with rating reaches 4.4 out of 5 stars. As of May 2019, there were 386,646 reviews from users in the PlayStore, ranging from positive and negative
reviews. However, it is necessary to analyze with certain methods to summarize the review. Every review given will get a conclusion after collected, and
sentiment analysis will provide user experiences from the Traveloka application within certain period. This research was conducted using the Naïve
Bayes Classifier method based on a review from the playstore to determine service quality. The purpose of this study is to find out the perceptions of
users based on the measurement of service quality so that the results can be an evaluation for Traveloka in improving services. Studies show that during
this period public opinion produced negative sentiments with Vmap value of 0.31020 greater than positive sentiment with a value of 0.16132.
Index Terms: App Store, Feedback, Machine Learning, Naïve Bayes Classifier, Sentiment Analysis,Text Mining, Vmap.
————————————————————

1 INTRODUCTION
The growth of internet users in Indonesia is currently
happening so fast, data in January 2018 states that internet
users have reached 132.7 million people, reaching 50% of
Indonesia's population, which is up 23% from data in
2017[1][2]. This triggered the development of online commerce
or e-commerce transactions in Indonesia to grow more rapidly.
Google and Temasek's research states that Indonesia's ecommerce Gross Merchandise Value (GMV) in 2018 has
reached US $ 12.2 billion and is predicted to increase US $ 53
billion in 2025[3]. Even Indonesia's e-commerce transactions
were the highest in Southeast Asia, followed by Vietnam,
Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines and Singapore[3][4] The
increase in e-commerce transactions has resulted in the birth
of many startup companies such as Traveloka. Although
ranked third in the first quarter of 2019 based on
startupranking.com[5], it ranked first in Indonesia for startups
specifically providing online tour and travel services with
scores of 86.45 under Blibli 87.17 and Bukalapak 87.5.
Traveloka is currently the most popular startup in Indonesia
with share traffic reaching 78.49% using smartphone and
monthly visits which reached 28.92 million based on the report
similarweb.com, Mei 2019[6] Founded by Ferry Unardi in 2012,
five years later Traveloka became a startup unicorn in Indonesia
with a valuation of more than $ 1 billion[7]. Available on a variety
of platforms such as websites on desktop computers, as well as
in Playstore for Android and app stores for iOS smartphones,
Traveloka listed that it has been downloaded 10 million times
since 2014 with a rating of 4.4 out of 5 stars. As of May 2019,
there were 386,646 reviews from users in the PlayStore,
ranging from positive and negative reviews such as complaints,
criticism, or suggestions. However, it is necessary to analyze
with certain methods to summarize the review. Every review
given will get a conclusion after collected, and through
sentiment analysis it can be done so that user experience can
be obtained from the Traveloka application for a certain period.
The purpose of the sentiment analysis is other than to get
sentiment information contained in a text[8], also to see the
opinion of the text relating to a problem or object whether it
tends to have a positive or negative outlook[9]. Sentiment
analysis can be used as a tool to see the public response to a
particular place, event, or phenomenon [10]. The way it works is
by classifying whether there is polarization in the text in
documents, sentences or opinions[11][12]so that future strategic
steps can be taken. This classification of sentiment analysis can

be done in three levels; the document level, sentence level, and
aspect level[13][14] which in this study is carried out at the
sentence level using the Naïve Bayes Classifier (NBC) method.
This Naïve Bayes Classifier method is one of the machine
learning methods that is a simple probability-based technique
for sentiment analysis[11][15]. This method will be used in the
sentiment analysis of the Traveloka application based on
reviews from the playstore to determine service quality. The
purpose of this study is to find out the perceptions of users
based on the measurement of service quality so that the results
can be an evaluation for Traveloka in improving services.

2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Process of Sentiment Analysis
In sentiment analysis, the process will begin with identification
of data. At this stage the data collection uses data crawling
techniques and then labeling is carried to determine the
sentiment of the comments obtained. The next stage is
preprocessing data to select data and convert data into
structured data which consists of 4 stages; cleaning, removing
stopword, tokenization, and stemming. After preprocessing the
data, then extracting the feature is done where features are
made to facilitate the occurrence of machine learning
processes through the Naïve Bayes Classifier method[8]. Then
at the last stage the classification process is carried out based
on the sentiments in the document. All of these stages will
later produce a model that will be used to show the accuracy
of the classification results[16]. This model will then be tested
to measure the classification performance value that has been
done. The results of this model then produce information
sentiment.
2.2 Naïve Bayes Classifier
Naïve Bayes Classifier is a classification technique based on
the Bayes theorem discovered by British scientist Thomas
Bayes. This theorem works based on the independent
assumptions of predictors so that future opportunities can be
identified based on previous experience. In the Naïve Bayes
algorithm, a number of clues called attributes are needed to
assist in forming the appropriate class for the sample being
analyzed[17], where the presence of certain features in the
class is not related to other features. There are several steps
that must be taken in the Naïve Bayes algorithm, namely
feature formation, probability calculation for each class
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sentiment, and calculation of the maximum value of Vmap. In
Naïve Bayes, Vmap is a calculation to determine the
probability of testing data from each class based on learning
processes[18]. In determining the value of the Naïve Bayes
equation, formula (1) can be used as follows:
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Description of equation (3):
f (wk, ci) = value of occurrence of the word wk in ci class
f (ci) = total number of words that appear in ci class
|W|= total number of wk

3.4 Implementation of Naïve Bayes Classifier
After obtaining the train data, the next step continues to the
classification process using the Naïve Bayes Classifier
algorithm by testing the Vmap value. For this classification test
data is needed as shown in table 4 below.

3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Table 4. Data Test

3.1 Data Input and Preprocessing
The data input used in this study was taken from comments
that appeared in the Traveloka application in the PlayStore
from April to May 2019. Before the data classification process
using Naïve Bayes Classifier is carried out, the data will be
processed first at the pre-processing stage such as case
folding, tokenizing, stemming, and filtering. This pre-process is
needed so that during the classification stage the results
obtained can be more optimal.
3.2 Formation of Data Train
After the pre-process is done, the training data can then be
formed by providing keywords for each opinion. Each keyword
will be given a value of zero (0) for neutral, one (1) for positive,
and minus 1 (-1) for negative. Table 1 shows the results of the
training data that have been obtained at this stage.
Table 1. Train Data Formation
Data
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

Data (j)
T3
T4
0
1
1
0

Table 3. Probability Exercise Data

When the probability of each class has been obtained, then
the probability calculation of each feature in the sentiment
class is done with equation (3) below:
, )

T2
1
0

3.3 Determining the Probability of Data Train
After getting the probability of each class, then the next step
determines the probability of each training data from each
class so that the probability of excercise data is obtained, as
shown in table 3 below.

Description of equation (2):
fd (ci) = the number of documents in the class
ci | D = the amount of training data

(

T1
1
0

(1)

After feature formation, the process is continued by calculating
the probability of each class, which is done in equation (2):
𝑝(𝑐𝑖) =
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Emergence
Sentiment Class
Tested [1]
Positif
Helping [1]
Positif
Complicated [-1] Negatif
Easy [1]
Positif
Dissapointed [-1] Negatif

No
Data Test
1 Helps and makes it easier if I need airplane tickets and
hotels, but a little complicated in use….

Table 5. Result of Preprocessing Data Test
Help

Easy

Complicated

The Vmap calculation will be used in the Naïve Bayes
Classifier classification in determining the largest probability
value based on learning processes in the test data for each
class. The Vmap calculation can be done with the following
formula:
𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑝 = 𝑝(𝑤𝑘|𝑐)𝑥𝑝(𝑐)

(4)

a.

Vmap for positive sentiment:
Vmap (positive) = P(positive) P(help|positive)
P(easy|positive) P(complicated|positive) Vmap(positive)
= + + + = 0,16132

b.

Vmap for negative sentiment:
Vmap (negative) = P(negative) P(help|negative) P(easy|
negative) P(complicated|negative) Vmap(negative)
= + + + = 0,31020

After obtaining training data, the next step is to calculate the
probability of each class whose results can be seen in table 2.

Vmap calculation found that based on the category, the test
data has a negative sentiment because it has a greater value
than positive sentiment which is equal to 0.31020. It can be
concluded, public opinion on the Traveloka application in the
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playstore is classified as having negative sentiments.

[13]

4 CONCLUSIONS
This research shows how public opinion on the Traveloka
application in the playstore in the May 2019 period. The Naïve
Bayes Classifier method is used in the data train to produce
probabilities from each of the different class criteria which are
then optimized to produce sentiment analysis. Studies show
that during this period public opinion produced negative
sentiments with Vmap values of 0.31020 greater than positive
sentiments with a value of 0.16132. These negative results
were obtained regarding aspects of application usage and
consumers who were disappointed with the expensive ticket
prices. For further research, it is expected to apply different
algorithms to get accurate results in assessing public
sentiment. should be referenced in the body of the paper.

[14]
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